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ABSTRACT

Researchers are often faced with exploring new research domains. Broad questions about the research domain, such as who are the influential authors or what are important topics, are difficult to answer due to the overwhelming number of relevant publications. Therefore, we present litstudy: a Python package that enables answering such questions using simple scripts or Jupyter notebooks. The package enables selecting scientific publications and studying their metadata using visualizations, bibliographic network analysis, and natural language processing. The software was previously used in a publication on the landscape of Exascale computing, and we envision great potential for reuse.
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1. Motivation and significance

Researchers often have to explore new scientific domains that are outside their field of expertise. Examples include experienced scholars who want to explore new research directions or early-career researchers (e.g., students) who want to understand the scientific domain of the topic that they will be working on.

However, getting a good broad overview of an area of study is often difficult due to the large number of relevant publications that are available nowadays. For instance, on Elsevier’s Scopus, the search query “deep learning” yields 166,583 results, “energy-efficient computer architectures” yields 17,085 results, and “parallel programming model” yields 6,306 results.1 Going through such a list of publications manually is a monumental effort. Literature reviews present a solution to this problem, but they might not always be available, may be too broad or too narrow in scope, and can be outdated quickly for fast-moving research areas.

In this work, we present litstudy [1]: a Python package that assists in exploring scientific literature. The package can be used from simple Python scripts or Jupyter notebooks [2], allowing researchers to quickly and interactively experiment with different ideas and methods. Our package is built upon and compatible with many popular tools from Python’s data science ecosystem,
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1 Queries were performed on the 13th of December 2021.
such as Pandas [3,4] and NumPy [5]. The package is available for installation from the Python Package Index (PyPi).

Overall, litstudy offers five main features:

- Extract metadata of scientific documents from various sources. A unified interface allows data from different sources to be combined.
- Filter, select, deduplicate, and annotate collections of documents.
- Compute and plot general statistics on the metadata of the documents (e.g., statistics per year, per author, per journal, etc.).
- Generate, plot, and analyze various bibliographic networks that reveal relations between publications and their authors.
- Automatic topic discovery based on natural language processing (NLP).

In particular, litstudy is useful for performing bibliometric analysis [6] or for the early stages of a mapping review [7] (also referred to as a scoping review [8]), where the goal is to get a broad overview of a research field. Our package can also be of assistance during a systematic literature review. For instance, Kitchenham & Charters [7] provide guidelines for performing such reviews in software engineering and litstudy is useful during several stages, most notably during identification of research and selection of primary studies. However, supporting the user during a complete systematic review [9] is not the primary goal of litstudy, and we refer to Kohl et al. [10] for an overview of tools that do have that aim.

Several Python packages for the analysis of scientific literature already exist and we give examples of a few of them. Libraries such as pybliometrics [11], pubmedpy [12], and arxiv.py [13] provide access to the API of Scopus, PubMed, and arXiv, respectively, but these libraries do not provide any further analysis or visualization functionality. PubTrends [14] is a tool for scientific literature exploration written in Python and Java, but it is not a Python library that can be used from within a Python script. Metaknowledge [15] and Tethne [16] are two Python libraries that support parsing of bibliographic data from different sources and analysis of citation networks. These tools differ from litstudy in that they do not support other types of analysis, such as plotting statistics on document metadata or topic discovery using natural language processing.

2. Software description

In this section, we discuss the functionality of litstudy. The package is implemented in Python. The software architecture (see Fig. 1) consists of six modules that are discussed in the following sections: Bibliographic Data Sources (Section 2.2), Filtering (Section 2.2), Statistics (Section 2.3), Bibliographic Networks (Section 2.4), Plotting (Section 2.5), and Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Section 2.6).

2.1. Bibliographic data sources

litstudy supports several methods to retrieve metadata of scientific publications. Note that litstudy only works on metadata, it does not fetch or have access to the content of documents. Table 1 lists the supported sources and their properties. All sources provide basic metadata such as the title, authors, publication date, and DOI (Digital Object Identifier). Some also provide the abstract, which is required when using automatic topic discovery. Several sources provide data on references/citations, required for constructing bibliographic networks (Section 2.4).

Several online citations databases for scientific literature exist and litstudy supports four of them: Scopus [17], Semantic Scholar [18], CrossRef [19], and dblp [20]. For each, litstudy offers convenient functions to query the database (e.g., litstudy.search_scopus for Scopus). We found Scopus to be the most comprehensive, but it is not a free service and access requires a Scopus account.

Besides performing a search query, some of these services also allow finding the metadata for a specific document based on its DOI. For litstudy, we make use of this by offering a process that we call refinement. This process consists in fetching additional metadata for documents already present in a set, such as the results of a previous query on another service.

Besides querying online databases, litstudy also supports loading several citation file formats. Citations in RIS and BibTeX, two file formats for managing academic citations, can be imported. Additionally, results from the online search engine of IEEE Xplorer [21] and Springer (SpringerLink [22]) can also be imported into litstudy. To use this functionality, one needs to export the results from the publishers’ website into a CSV file first. While the data provided by these CSV files is minimal, the citations can be improved using the refinement process described above.

2.2. Filtering, selection, deduplication, and annotation

In litstudy, each document is represented as an abstract Document class which offers access to the metadata of each document in a unified fashion. A collection of Document objects is represented by a DocumentSet class. This class supports all set options (i.e., union, intersection, difference, subset) to allow creating a new DocumentSet from other sets. For instance, it is possible to query two different sources and merge the two DocumentSets into one large DocumentSet. When merging, litstudy performs deduplication (i.e., removal of duplicate entries) based on unique document identifiers (i.e., DOI, PubMed ID, Scopus ID) or, as a fallback, a fuzzy match on the titles.
A more advanced feature provided by litstudy is support for annotation by assigning properties to the documents in a DocumentSet. For example, a text property could be the journal name, an integer property could be the citations count and a boolean property could be whether a certain keyword is mentioned. Annotations can be used to explore the dataset further since they enable interactions between the different functions in litstudy. For example, it is possible to plot a histogram where documents are grouped on the journal name or plot a bibliographic network where the node size follows from the citation count.

2.3. Statistics

litstudy allows statistics to be extracted from a DocumentSet. Examples include the publications per year, per author, per affiliation, per country/continent of affiliation, or per venue. These statistics can either be returned as a Pandas DataFrame [3,4] for further analysis or directly plotted as bar graphs in a Jupyter notebook. Note that not all data sources provide sufficient information to extract all statistics, thus a DocumentSet may first need to be refined to calculate some of these statistics. For instance, the country of affiliation is not provided by BibTex files, but is provided by Scopus.

2.4. Bibliographic networks

A bibliographic network is a type of graph where nodes represent authors or publications and edges represent the relation between them (e.g., citation or co-authorship). Five types of networks can be extracted from a DocumentSet using litstudy: citation network [23], co-citation network [24], bibliographic coupling network [25], co-author network [26], and author-publication network [27]. Each network is returned as a networkx.Graph object, enabling further graph analysis using the networkx ecosystem [28] (e.g., connected components discovery, PageRank scoring, community detection).

2.5. Plotting

litstudy provides plotting utilities for the statistics discussed in Section 2.3, and for the bibliographic networks discussed in Section 2.4. Plotting of statistics is done using seaborn [30] and matplotlib [31] which can be done directly from within a Jupyter notebook. Plotting of the networks is done as an interactive visualization using pyvis [31].

2.6. Natural language processing

Unsupervised topic modeling [32] is a technique from natural language processing (NLP) that discovers abstract topics in a collection of texts. It relies on the fact that different research domains have different vocabularies. For instance, machine learning papers use different terms (e.g., ‘dataset’, ‘validation’, ‘training’) than papers on cryptography (e.g., ‘encryption’, ‘security’, ‘protocol’). Topic modeling methods automatically detect a set of topics, where each topic is described using a small set of words and each document has weights assigned towards these topics. Topic modeling is done in three steps:

 preprocess The function litstudy.build_corpus takes the words from the title/abstract of each document in a DocumentSet, performs various preprocessing steps, and returns a Corpus object. Because the exact preprocessing steps required could be problem-dependent [32], litstudy provides many options (such as stemming, word removal, n-gram detection, etc.).

 train Two topic models are currently supported by litstudy: NMF [33,34] (Non-negative Matrix Factorization) and LDA [35] (Latent Dirichlet Allocation). NMF is a factorization algorithm commonly used for dimensionality reduction, while LDA is a generative statistical model based on a probabilistic method. The package gensim [36] is used to train the topic models. In practice, we find the results by NMF to be of higher quality than LDA for scientific abstracts.

 visualize There are various methods in litstudy to visualize the resulting topics such as plotting word distribution histograms, visualizing the topics as word clouds, and embedding the documents in a 2D ‘landscape map’ [37].
the following search query: GPU AND ‘‘programming model’’. Lines 4–7 load and merge the content of these files. The metadata in these CSV files is minimal, so line 10 searches Scopus for the corresponding documents. In this example, 1387 citations are found on Scopus, while 53 unavailable citations are discarded. Line 14 plots the number of publications per year, revealing one document from 1997 (Fig. 2(a)). This is an error since GPUs were not used for general computing until around 2005. This error can easily be corrected, showing the value of interactive exploration. Line 17 filters out the documents published before 2000, resulting in a final dataset of 1386 papers.

3.2 Basic exploration

Lines 20–23 plot general statistics: the number of publications per author (Fig. 2(b)), per affiliation (Fig. 2(c)), and per country of affiliation (Fig. 2(d)).

Lines 25–32 show an example of topic modeling. Line 26 builds a corpus from the set of documents. This function takes many parameters and, in this example, the parameter ngram_threshold is provided so common sequences of words are recognized as n-grams. For example, the terms big and data are recognized as a single term big_data, instead of two separate words. Line 27 plots the word distribution (Fig. 3). Line 31 trains an NMF topic model with 15 topics and line 32 plots the topics as word clouds (Fig. 4). The automatically generated topics appear meaningful: Some topics are on applications (e.g., topic 2: sequence alignment; topic 12: particle simulation; topic 14: image algorithms), other topics are on data structures (e.g., topic 7: matrices; topic 11: graph), and yet other topics are on computer science topics (e.g., topic 1: clusters; topic 5: OpenCL; topic 9: cloud services; topic 13: task scheduling).

3.3. Further exploration

Listing 2 shows an example of how further exploration can be done using document properties. From Fig. 4 we can conclude that topic 6 is on big data computing. We can then add a property indicating whether each document strongly belongs to this topic or not. This is done in three steps: line 3 finds the topic that most strongly represents the term big_data, line 4 finds the topic weights, and line 5 adds a boolean property bigdata_topic to each document indicating if its weight for the Big Data topic exceeds a threshold (for this example, it is 0.1).

Lines 7–13 define two groups (i.e., having the bigdata_topic property or not) and plot the number of publications per year (Fig. 5(a)) and publication venue (Fig. 5(b)) for these two groups. The first figure shows that the interest in Big Data within the GPU programming community is still rising since the fraction of papers on Big Data increases per year: from 14% in 2011 to 26% in 2021. The second figure shows that some journals focus mostly on Big Data (e.g., “Journal of Big Data”) and others not at all (e.g., “Journal of Real-Time Image Processing”).

Fig. 6 visualizes the citation network where node color indicates the bigdata_topic property. Note that inside a Jupyter notebook this visualization can be explored interactively. The figure shows that it is common for documents on Big Data (blue nodes) to cite other Big Data documents. Further analysis shows that this is indeed the case: it is 3.1× more likely that a paper on Big Data cites another paper on Big Data compared to an arbitrary paper citing a Big Data paper.

4. Impact

In an ACM Computing Surveys paper, litstudy was used by Heldens et al. [38] to explore the domain of exascale computing. Exascale computing refers to large-scale computer systems capable of performing at least $10^{18}$ floating-point operations per second, which is roughly six orders of magnitude more than a modern CPU. The domain of exascale computing is broad and

```python
import litstudy

docs_ieee = litstudy.load_ieee_csv("ieee_results.csv")
docs_springer = litstudy.load_springer_csv("springer_results.csv")
docs_csv = docs_ieee | docs_springer

print(len(docs), "papers")
docs = docs_csv.filter_docs(lambda d: d.publication_year >= 2000)

docs_scopus, docs_notfound = litstudy.refine_scopus(docs_csv)

print(len(docs_scopus), "found on Scopus, ", len(docs_notfound), "not found")

Listing 1: Example of how to use litstudy.
```
covers all aspects of high-performance computing, including software, computer architectures, energy efficiency, networks, software, and the scientific community. This makes it challenging to obtain a good and complete overview of exascale computing.

The work by Heldens et al. [38] used a three-stage methodology where each step incorporated data-driven techniques (using litstudy) alongside manual analysis. The work concluded that there has been great progress in tackling the two traditional major barriers for exascale computing, but two new challenges are emerging. The research would have been impossible without litstudy.

We believe litstudy can be of great assistance in applying the same (or similar) method to other fields of study. The authors of this paper have supervised several undergraduate and graduate students that have used the software to explore related literature. Several Ph.D. students have already contacted us that used litstudy to explore the literature for their research field. The package is available as open-source software and statistics.

(a) Publication years.
(b) Author names.
(c) Author affiliations.
(d) Countries of author affiliations.

Fig. 2. Example of general statistics.

Fig. 3. Example word distribution for corpus.

Fig. 4. Visualization of topic model using word clouds. Each word cloud represents one of the 15 detected topics where the size of the words indicate the relevance of each word to the topic.
# Add property "bigdata_topic" to documents.
threshold = 0.1
bigdata_topic = topic_model.best_topic_for_token("big_data")
weights = topic_model.documents_topics(bigdata_topic)
docs.add_column("bigdata_topic", weights > threshold)

# Plot statistics on year of publication and publication venues.
groups = {
    "Big Data related": "bigdata_topic",
    "Other": "not bigdata_topic",
}
litstudy.plot_year_histogram(docs, groups=groups, stacked=True) # Fig. 5(a)
litstudy.plot_venue_histogram(docs, groups=groups, stacked=True) # Fig. 5(b)

# Plot citation network.
litstudy.network.plot_citation_network(docs, color="bigdata_topic") # Fig. 6

Listing 2: Advanced example that shows the use of document properties.

Fig. 5. Example of statistics for Big Data topic within the dataset.

Fig. 6. Example of a citation network: nodes represent publications and the edges indicate citations. Node size indicates number of citations. Node color indicates whether a publication is on Big Data (blue) or not (orange). Inside a Jupyter notebook this is an interactive network visualization. A node on the bottom left has been selected in the visualization, highlighting its adjacent edges. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

on the project’s GitHub repository [1] show that there is also a clear interest from the community with already 23 stars[^4] and 11 forks[^5].

5. Conclusions

In this work, we present litstudy, a Python package for exploring scientific literature by allowing users to select scientific publications and analyze their metadata using visualizations, network analysis, and natural language processing. The software was used to explore the landscape of Exascale computing, and several Ph.D. students already used the tool to map the landscape of the related work for their research. Given their positive feedback and interest from the community, we envision great potential for reuse.
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